We are seeking support to help capture this unique event
into a documentary
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you to meet our team.

Salvador Emilio Cantellano

Owen Novello

Producing Director

Production coordinator

Salvador has been making films for over 10 years. He has
been internationally recognised for his outstanding work.
He has a crisp cinematic style and strong sense of narrative.
Salvador arrived to Australia as a Chilean refugee, and now
runs a successful filmmaking business.

With an engineering background, Owen is the master of
resourcefulness; he’s both a technician and an artist. Owen has been
working in the industry for over 7 years and has several multi-award
winning films to his credit.

Tal Fitzpatrick

Hayley Low

Community Development

Youth engagement & Cultural Research

Tal works fulltime as a facilitator with Volunteering
Queensland, in the field of building community resilience
and leadership against natural disasters. Her work is cutting
edge, and with a visual arts background, she brings a
creative spin to her facilitations.

For 4 years, Hayley has worked professionally to reengaging youth who
suffer from emotionally difficult backgrounds. She is also very well
travelled, and has a unique ability to connect with people from other
cultures, overcoming language barriers.

Our Vision
Our vision is to document hearts and lives through story, culture and colour. Our aim is to amplify the voices of Young Leaders from around
the world working towards building communtiy resilience in the disasters affected community in which they live. The action plan has
short, mid and long term objectives as outlined below:
Short Term:

•

The creation of a 45min broadcast ready documentary of the impacts and outcomes of the UNESCO Looking Beyond
Disasters Youth forum with a particular focus on the stories of the young leaders and the impacts they have been
making in disaster affected communities. Use this documentary as a pitch document for our long term goal.

•

Approach broadcasters both in Australia and internationally to have this documentary screened .
The creation of this 40min documentary has already been partly financed by Volunteering Qld through NDRP.

•

To produce a smart phone app to create an online community following to support our project. This app will
deliver inspiring video content made up from the 45min documentary broken down into shorat scenes with
additonal behind the scenes footage. We have already established a partnership with an ICT Development
Company (MFDC) who have agreed to produce this app with us.

•
Long Term:
•

Follow participants to their disaster affected communities in order to create a documentary series of 20min
episodes that capture the results of the action plans. This series will demonstrate the inspirational and important
impacts that young people can make when given the opportunity and will provide a platform for these young
leaders to share their experiences and what they are doing to help their communities recover and prepare for
future events.

•

During the filming of this project, the team will be delivering resilience building workshops in each
community they visit in order to empower those communities to take further action towards disaster
preparedness. These will be based on the innovative work being done by Volunteering Queensland.

•

Hold local screenings in each community of the episodes filmed there in order to ensure they have
access to the project and to celebrate how far they have come in their recovery and inspire them to
continue.

Potential Funding Streams...
Our plan for funding is
to approach a number of
instituition and funding
bodies, such

as:

Broad Cast Networks:
Funding Bodies:		

SBS, BBC, ABC, MTV, NAT GEO, DISCOVERY CHANNEL, ETC..

Embassies:			

We also plan to approach National Embassies which have tourism grants available.

Fundraising:			

There are a number of websites witch help projects raise funds through social media.

					

(ie www.pozible.com, etc.)

Australian Film Commission, QLD Film Commission, British Council, UNESCO Australia.

Digital Cinematix HD
3/23 Hillcrest Parade, MIAMI QLD 4220
M: 0432 093 457

E: salvador@DCXHD.com

www.dcxhd.com

